FROM: UIRNSA
TO: CUSASA

CONFIDENTIAL ORDER: CHANNELS
D32/484/62

MY 1922/4Z JAN AND YOUR 252126Z JAN RELATIVE TO

INTEGRATED ANALYST

OVERSEAS TOUR EXTENDED TO
AUGUST 63.
CONFIDENTIAL

13 April 1962

N/B: Previous correspondence to CUBASA, Serial H 2516, dated 20 Nov 61 questioned need for replacing upon expiration his tour in August 1962. ASA reply dated 4 January 1962 stated need for replacement. Referenced message proposed that be extended for one year during which time ASA would supply a MB or senior NCO to be trained at ASA as replacement. Subsequent messages acquired agreement to one year extension. This message informs ASA of extension. Coordinated with ASALCOF. This message constitutes final reply to N6 RS #113.

D32/494/62

cc: MB 142

HANDLE VIA COMINT CHANNELS ONLY

CONTINENTAL